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In this paper we introduce a Bore1 space framework for zero-sum discrete-time 
stochastic games that is a game theoretic extension of some nonstationary dynamic 
programming models in the sense of Hinderer. Our game model, which allows for 
all of the primitive data to be nonstationary, contains a large class of Markov 
games. At the same time, it constitutes a considerable generalization of the game 
model introduced by Sengupta. To ensure the existence of a value of a non- 
stationary stochastic game and the existence of universally measurable optimal or 
s-optimal strategies for the players we impose some asymmetric semicontinuity and 
compactness conditions on the primitive data that are weaker than those described 
in the existing literature on the subject. A certain special case, in which the players 
can restrict themselves to Bore1 measurable strategies, is also studied. c 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with a Bore1 space framework for zero-sum discrete- 
time stochastic games in which all the primitive data are nonstationary. 
The transition law in our framework is a sequence of Bore1 measurable 
transition probabilities associating with every n-stage history of a game a 
probability distribution of the (n + 1)th state and the payoff is the limit of 
a nondecreasing sequence of finite stage payoffs. Such a model is called 
nonstationary and is a natural extension of so-called stationary stochastic 
(or Markov) games introduced by Shapley [33] and subsequently studied 
by many authors (see [ll-14, 17, 241, and their references). At the same 
time, it constitutes a game theoretic extension of some nonstationary 
dynamic programming models investigated by Hinderer [9], Schal 
[26,29], and Brown [6]. To ensure the existence and the universal (or 
Borel) measurability of a value function of a nonstationary stochastic game 
and the existence of universally (or Bore]) measurable optimal or c-optimal 
strategies for either or both players, we impose certain additional condi- 
tions on the model mentioned above. We give two sets of such conditions; 
see the game models BM 1 and BM, in Section 3. In BM I, we make certain 
asymmetric assumptions on the primitive data, inspired by the Fan 
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minimax theorem [S]. For example, the finite stage payoffs (the transition 
probabilities) are semicontinuous (strongly continuous) with respect o the 
actions of one player only, say the minimizer. Also the sets of admissible 
actions are assumed to be compact for this player only. For stationary 
stochastic games similar assumptions have been made in [ 171. In BM i, the 
players are allowed to use universally measurable strategies. This is 
motivated by the fundamental papers of Blackwell et al. [S] and Bertsekas 
and Shreve [3]. In BM,, we present some symmetric compactness and 
semicontinuity conditions. Similar assumptions for stationary stochastic 
games have been made in [ 13, 14, 241. The model BM, is, in fact, a special 
case of BM I (see Remark 3.1) but we prove that in BM, the players can 
restrict themselves to Bore1 measurable strategies. 
Zero-sum nonstationary stochastic games have already been studied by 
Sengupta [32], Schal [31], and Nowak [15,19]. Sengupta has 
investigated in [32] a game model, suggested by Blackwell, in which the 
set of states is a compact metric space, the action sets are finite, the payoff 
is a lower semicontinuous function on the space of histories of the game, 
and the transition law is stationary. His game is an extension of an infinite 
game with incomplete information studied by Orkin in [22] and his proof 
refers to Blackwell’s work [4]. Sengupta’s game is a special case of BM, 
(see Remarks 3.1 and 3.2) while BM, constitutes a generalization of the 
game studied by the author (by means of different methods) in [ 151, where 
the state and action spaces are assumed to be countable sets. The papers 
of Nowak [ 193 and Schal [31] present alternative approaches to zero-sum 
nonstationary stochastic games. In [ 191, for example, a different condition 
is imposed on the transition law. Namely, the transition probabilities are 
assumed to be weakly continuous. Schll in [31] has assumed a certain 
kind of information lack, which is not considered here. For further 
bibliographic notes and some comments on the game model, our assump- 
tions, and the results obtained, we refer the reader to Remarks 3.1-3.3, 4.1, 
and 5.1 and to [19]. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminaries. 
The stochastic game model and main assumptions are described in 
Section 3. The main results are stated in Section 4. In Section 5 we prove 
two minimax selection theorems which are basic for this paper. Finally, in 
Section 6 we provide the proofs of the main results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce some notation and basic definitions. Let N 
denote the set of positive integers. We use R to denote the real line and we 
write R* for R u { + co }. If X is a separable metric space, then we denote 
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by gx the a-algebra of all Bore1 subsets of X. The symbol P, represents the 
set of all probability measures on ax. We always assume that P, is given 
the weak topology and the Bore1 o-algebra g3,, (see [ 3, Chap. 73 or [23]). 
It is known that if X is a separable (compact) metric space, then P, is a 
separable (compact) metrizable space [3, Propositions 7.20 and 7.221. A 
separable metric space X is called a Bore1 space or a Bore1 set if X is a 
Bore1 subset of a complete separable metric space and is endowed with the 
relative topology and the Bore1 a-algebra gx. If X is a Bore1 space, then 
P, is a Bore1 space as well [3, Corollary 7.2511. 
Let NN be the set of all sequences of positive integers, endowed with the 
product topology. A separable metric space X is called an analytic space or 
an analytic set if there is a continuous mapping on NN whose range is X 
(see [3, Chap. 71 or [lo]). It is known that every Bore1 space is analytic 
[ 3, Proposition 7.361. 
Let X be a Bore1 space. We denote by @x the a-algebra of all universally 
measurable subsets of X. The limit o-algebra, denoted by TX, is the smallest 
a-algebra containing the Bore1 subsets of X and closed under the Suslin 
operation (operation (A)). It is known that gxc 5&c @x [3, Chap. 7 and 
Appendix B]. 
Let X and Y be Bore1 spaces. A function f: X-t Y is called Bore1 (limit, 
unioersally) measurable if f’(B) ~22~ (f-‘(B) E yx, f-‘(B) E%~) for 
every BE gy. Clearly, if f is limit measurable, then it is universally 
measurable. A function f: X+ R* is called upper semianalytic (u.s.a.) if the 
set {x E X: f(x) > c} (equivalently, the set {XE X: f(x) > c}) is analytic for 
each c E R. (A function f: X + R* is called lower semianalytic if -S is u.s.a. 
[3].) It is known that every Bore1 measurable function is u.s.a. and every 
u.s.a. function is universally measurable. We shall denote by M(X) the set 
of all bounded below universally measurable functions f: X -+ R*. 
Assume X and Y are Bore1 spaces. By a Bore1 (limit, universally) 
measurable transition probability from X to Y (or a stochastic kernel on Y 
given X) we mean a Bore1 (limit, universally) measurable mapping 
f: X+ P,. It is known that f: X-, P, is a Bore1 (limit, universally) 
measurable transition probability from X to Y if and only if f( .)(B) is a 
Bore1 (limit, universally) measurable mapping from X into [0, 11, for each 
BE gr [3, Proposition 7.26, Lemma 7.28 and Appendix B]. From now on 
we shall write f( B / ‘) instead of f(. )(B). 
Let X, , X,, . . . be a sequence of nonempty sets. The Cartesian products of 
X , , . . . . X, and X, , X,, . . . . are denoted by X, ... XH and X,X, . . ., respec- 
tively. Let X,, X,, . . . be Bore1 spaces. We assume that the product spaces 
X, . . X,, and X,X, . . . will have their product topologies and the product 
a-algebras. It is well known that the product a-algebra BK, ...gxn in 
X, . ..X. is equal to gx ,... *,. A similar result is also valid for the product 
space X, X, . . . (see [3, Proposition 7.131). 
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3. THE STOCHASTIC GAME MODEL 
A zero-sum discrete-time nonstationary stochastic game G which we con- 
sider is defined by a sequence of objects (S,, X,, Y,,, A,, , B,, qn, u; n E N} 
having the following meaning: 
(i) S, is a nonempty Bore1 space, the state space at stage n. 
(ii) X,, and Y, are nonempty Bore1 spaces, the action spaces of 
players I and II, respectively, at stage n. 
Let H,=S1, H,=S,X,Y,...S,, and H,=S,X,Y,S,X,Y,.... Then 
H, is the set of histories up to stage n E N while H, is the set of all infinite 
histories of the game. 
Let Alj (Bz) be a multifunction from S, . . . S, into the set of nonempty 
subsets of X,, (Y,). For any h, = (sl, x1, y,, . . . . s,) E H,, let A,(h,) = 
A:(q, . . . . s,) and B,(h,) = Bz(s,, . . . . s,). 
(iii) A, = {(h,, x,): x, E A,(h,)} and B, = {(h,, y,): y, E B,(h,)}. We 
assume that A, (B,) is an analytic (a Borel) subset of H,X, (H, Y,). For 
each h, E H,, A,(h,) (B,(h,)) represents the set of all admissible actions for 
player I (II) under the history h, E H,. 
For each (si, . . . . s,) E S, . . . S,, n E N, we put 
A’+, , . . . . s,)= A$,)...Ajl(s,, . . . . s,), 
B”(s,, . . . . s,) = By(s,) . . Bl)(s,, . . . . s,), 
C, = {(h,, x,, Y,): 4, E H,, x, E 4hJ and Y, E B,(hJ). 
(iv) qn is a Bore1 measurable transition probability from H,X, Y,, to 
S ?I+l’ The sequence { qn) constitutes the transition law of the game. For a 
given history h, E H, and actions x, and y, chosen by the players at stage 
n, q,,( . ) h,, x,, yn) is the conditional distribution of the state at stage n + 1. 
(VI u: H, + R* is a bounded below upper semianalytic payoff 
function for player I. 
Let 9$ be the set of all universally measurable transition probabilities 
f,: H, -, P, such that f,(h,) E PA.Ch.j for every h, E H,. The set & is called 
the set of feasible controls of player 1 at stage n E N. Similarly, we define the 
set C$, of feasible controls of player II at stage n E N. 
A universally measurable strategy for player I (II) is a sequence f = {f,,} 
(g = {g,}), where fn E 9n (g, E ~9~) for each n E N. We write 9 (9) for the 
set of all strategies for player I (II). 
Let <,, CC,, and B,, (n E N) denote the projections from H, on S,, X,,, 
and Y,, respectively. Then the random variables l,, CC,, and /In describe the 
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state at stage n, and the actions chosen by players I and II, respectively, at 
stage n. According to the theorem of Ionescu Tulcea, for each pair 
(f; g) E 999 and each initial state si ES,, the stochastic process 
{(t,,, c(, , /?,) > has a unique probability measure P,-..( . ( s, ) defined on the 
product space X, Y,SzX2 Y, ... (see [21, p. 1621 or [3, Proposition 7.451). 
Thus, for each pair (f, g) E 993, we define an expected payoff to player I 
in the game G at an initial state s, ES, to be 
E(u,f, g)(s,)=ju(s,,h)P,(djls,). (3.1) 
Define, for each s1 E Si, 
UWs, I= sup inf E(u, .L g)(si ), 
fc9 gsY 
and 
VW1 I= inf sup E(u, f, g)(si ). 
gEY fEF 
Then L(G) (U(G)) is called the lower (upper) value function of the game G. 
It is always true that L(G) < U(G). If L(G) = U(G), then this common 
function is called the value function of the game G and is denoted by V(G). 
Suppose the value function V(G) exists and define the following set 
D = {s, ES,: V(G)(s,) < +a}. Let E > 0 be given. 
A strategy 1~ 9 is called e-optimal for player I if 
inf E(u, L g)(s,) +E 2 VG)(s,) 
geY 
for all s1 E D, 
and 
for all s, E Si -D. 
A strategy g E $9 is called optimal for player II if 
sup E(u, .L d(s,) < UG)(s,) for all s, E S,. 
/tF 
Our objective in this paper is to present conditions on the initial data 
(iii)-(v) of the game G that yield the existence of the value function V(G) 
and optimal or s-optimal strategies for both players. To make certain 
assumptions on the payoff u we introduce the following classes g(H,) of 
extended real-valued functions on H, (i = 1, 2, n E N). By .9i( H, ) (L&J H,)) 
we mean the set of all u.s.a. (Bore1 measurable) functions on H,. A func- 
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tion w: H,, r + R* (HEN) belongs to J.Zr(H,+,) if and only if there exists 
a nondecreasing sequence {w”} of bounded u.s.a. functions on Zf, + r such 
that, for each meN and (s~,x~,...,s,,x,,s,+,)ES~X~...S~X~S~+~, the 
function w”‘(s~, x1, ., . . . . s,, x,, ., s,+ 1) is continuous on B”(sr, . . . . s,) and 
wm /* w on C,S,+ I as m -+ co. A function w: H,, r + R* (n E N) belongs to 
L$( H, + 1) if and only if w is Bore1 measurable and, for each (s, , x1, . . . . So, 
x,,s,+,)ES~X~...S~X~S~+~, w(s,,xl,. ,..., snrxn,.,s,+,) is lower semi- 
continuous (1.s.c.) on B”(s~, .. . . s,) while, for each (sr, y,, . . . . s,, y,, s,,+~)E 
s,y,~~~&y,&+,, W(SI,.,Yl,-.,Sn;, y,, s, + , ) is upper semicontinuous 
(u.s.c.) on A”(s,, . . . . s,). 
We now specify two special cases of the game G to be considered in the 
sequel: 
Bowl Space Model 1 (BM, for short). Here besides (i j(iv) we assume: 
(a) There exists a nondecreasing sequence of bounded functions 
u,+~E~~(H~+~) such that u,+r /1 u on H, as m-co. 
(b) For each n E N, h, E H,, the set B,(h,) is compact in Y,,. 
(c) For each no N, (s,, xr, . . . . s,, xn)eSIX, . ..S.X,, and CELL,+,, 
the function qn( C ) sl, x1, ., . . . . s,, x,, .) is continuous on B”(s, , . . . . s,). 
Bore1 Space Model 2 (BM, for short). Here besides (i)-(iv) and 
assumptions (b) and (c) of BM, we impose the following additional 
conditions: 
(a) There exists a nondecreasing sequence of bounded functions 
u,,,+,E~~(H~+~) such that u,+, /1 u on H, as m-+oo. 
(b) For each n E N, A,, is a Bore1 subset of H, X, having compact 
sections A,(h,), h, E H,. 
(c) For each HEN, (sr, y, ,..., s,, y,)~Sr Y,...S,Y,, and CELL,+,, 
the function qn(CIsl, ., y,, . . . . s,, ., y,) is continuous on A”(sI, . . . . s,). 
To simplify the formulation and derivations in the sequel we employ the 
following operator terminology. For each w E M( H, + , ) and f, E Fn, g, E %a) 
n E N, we define the functions Q,,, w, L, w, and U, w on H, by 
xfn(& I k) g,(dy, I hJ> 
(LwMJ = sup inf (Qfng.w)hJ~ 
f”SF” &TnE% 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(~,wD,) = inf sup (Qfngnw)(k,). 
sT”E% heF” 
(3.4) 
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If L, w = U, w for some w E M(H,, + i ), this common function will be 
denoted by V,w. 
We have assumed that u is the limit of some nondecreasing sequence of 
functions f4, + , , m E N. Thus from the monotone convergence theorem and 
[3, Proposition 7.453, we conclude that 
E(u,f, g)(sl)=lim E(G+~,~, g)(sl) 
m 
=lim(Q,i,,...Q,,,Um+l)(S1), (3.5) m 
where f = (fn} E F, g= {g,} E 3, and s, ES,. Moreover, from [3, 
Proposition 7.461, we infer that, for each f~ 8, ge Y, E(u, f, g) is a 
bounded below universally measurable xtended real-valued function of the 
initial state s,. 
Remark 3.1. The game model BM, is a special case of BM, because, 
for each m E N, &(H,+ ,) c d%;(H,+ r) (see Remark 5.2 below). However, 
under the assumptions of BM, we can prove that the value V(G) of the 
game G is Bore1 measurable and optimal (or s-optimal) strategies for both 
players in that game can be chosen to be Bore1 measurable (see Sec- 
tions 46). Such a situation does not take place in BM, [S, (45)]. It is also 
known that the value of a zero-sum stochastic game with a u.s.a. payoff 
function, which is I.s.c. with respect to the actions of Player II only, need 
not be universally measurable [20]. This means that the assumption 
u, + i E 6p1(Hm +i ) in BM i(a) cannot be essentially weakened. The con- 
vergence condition that we impose in BM,(a) (and in BM,(a)) is satisfied 
in the discounted and positive stochastic games (see [ 11-14, 17, 24, 311 
and the references therein). Furthermore we would like to point out that 
every bounded below 1s.~. u: H, + R* may be represented as the limit 
of a nondecreasing sequence of bounded and continuous functions 
24 .Hm+l m+l. -+ R (see [29, p. 2091 or [30, p. 3611). 
Remark 3.2. The game G has already been studied by the author (by 
means of different methods) under additional assumptions that the state 
and action spaces are countable or finite sets. In [19], we investigate an 
alternative framework for zero-sum nonstationary stochastic games in 
which the payoff u is 1.s.c. on H, and each transition probability 
qn: Hi, ---) Psn+, is weakly continuous. 
Remark 3.3. Assume here that S, = S, X,, = X, and Y, = Y, for some 
Bore1 spaces S, X, Y, and for all n EN. A transition law {qn} in G is called 
stationary if there is a Bore1 measurable transition probability q: SXY + P, 
such that, for each n E N, h, = (si, xi, y,, . . . . s,) E H,, x, E X,, and y, E Y,, 
we have qn(. (h,, x,, y,) = q(. 1 s,, x,, y,). A game G with compact metric 
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state space S, with finite action spaces X, Y, and with a stationary 
transition law was studied by Sengupta [32]. The payoff u in Sengupta’s 
game is assumed to be 1.s.c. on H,, so his model is a special case of BM, 
(see Remark 3.1 or [32, Remark 31). Our game G is also an extension of 
stationary stochastic (or Markov) games in which the transition law is 
stationary and the payoff u has the form 
where h=(sl,xl,yl,...)~H,, fi~[O,l], and r:SXY+R is a Bore1 
measurable nonnegative function. Starting with Shapley [333 (who has 
assumed that S, X, Y are finite sets and p < 1) many researchers have 
treated such games under some compactness and semicontinuity or con- 
tinuity assumptions (see [11-14, 17, 241 and their references). The model 
BM, is a direct extension of a stationary stochastic game studied by the 
author in [17]. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
First we consider the finite horizon games in which the payoffs are 
decided in a finite number of stages. 
Let um+l~~W,+l ). For each n d m, we denote by Gr a game which 
has the payoff function u = u, + , and proceeds from an arbitrary history 
h, E H, until stage m. (The games Gr will play an important role in the 
analysis of the game G.) A strategy for player I (II) in such a game is a 
finite sequence f= (fn, . . . . f,,,) (g= (g,, . . . . g,)), where fk E Fk (gk e 9&k), 
k = n, . . . . m. The expected payoff to player I corresponding to arbitrary 
strategies f and g of players I and II, respectively, at a partial history 
h, E H, is given by 
E(u m+l>L g)(h,)=(Qf.,:..Q,,,~m+l)(h,). 
The value functions L(GF), U(Gz), V(Gz) and optimal strategies for both 
players in the game Gy are defined as in the game G. 
We now arrive at our first main result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumptions of BM, (i = 1 or 2) the game Gz 
(n < m) with a bounded payoff function u, + 1 E g(H,+ ,) has a bounded 
uafue function V(Gr) and 
V’(G;)= V’,*... V,U,+~E~(H,). 
409/14X’,-3 
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Moreover, in BM, (BM,) player II has an optimal limit (Borel) measurable 
strategy, and, for each E > 0, player I has an E-optimal limit (Borel) 
measurable strategy. 
Let {u,, , } be the sequence of functions from the assumption (a) of 
BM, or BM,. For each m E N, let G” = G;l be an m-stage game corre- 
sponding to the payoff function U, + r . 
We now can state our second main result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions of BM, (BM,) the game G has a 
value function V(G), player II has an optimal limit (Borel) measurable 
strategy, and, for each E > 0, player I has an v-optimal limit (Borel) 
measurable strategy. Moreover, V(G) is upper semianalytic (Bore1 
measurable), and 
V(G) = lim V(Gm). 
m 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 generalizes Proposition 2.1 of [ 151 while 
Theorem 4.2 extends Theorem 4.1 of [ 151 and the main result of Sengupta 
from [32]. 
5. MINIMAX SELECTION THEOREMS 
In this section we establish two measurable selection theorems which are 
crucial in our development. 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf the assumptions (b) and (c) in BM, hold and 
w~=%Uf,+,L then 
L,w= unw= V”W and VnW~%iC;(H,). 
Moreover, there exists a limit measurable control function g, E 9,, such that 
Vnw= SUP Qfng,w (5.1) 
/ierr, 
and if w E YI( H, + 1) is bounded, t hen, for each E > 0, there exists a limit 
measurable control function fn E 9I such that 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 5.2. Let assumptions (b) and (c) in BM, and BM, be satisfied. 
If w E JZ’~(H, + 1 ) is bounded, then 
L,w= Unw= v,,w and Vnw~dZ;(Hn). 
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Moreover, there exists a Bore1 measurable control function fH E Fn such that 
(5.3) 
Ifw:H,+l + R* is the limit of a nondecreasing sequence {w”} of functions 
from %(H,+I), then 
L,w= Unw= I/,w=lim Vnwm, 
m 
and there exists a Bore1 measurable control function g, E 9,, such that 
Vnw= sup Q,ng”wW. 
f” E %l 
(5.4) 
Remark 5.1. Theorem 5.1 generalizes Theorem 5.1 from [ 171. For 
predecessors of Theorem 5.2 (from the theory of stationary stochastic 
games) consult [24, 131. 
We precede the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 by a number of auxiliary 
results. 
Let T, X, and Y be Bore1 spaces. Let A be an analytic subset of TX, and 
let B be a Bore1 subset of TY. Define C = ((t, x, y): t E T, x E A(t)+ and 
YE B(t)}. Then C is an analytic subset of TXY [lS, Lemma 1.11. 
The following result is basic for this paper (see [ 18, Theorem 2.11). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let u: C+ R* be a bounded below function such that 
v(t) := sup inf u(t, x, y) = inf sup 44 x, Y), t E T. 
xc/t(t) yEif .VEB(l) XEA(f) 
If B(t) is compact, for each t E T, and u is the limit of a nondecreasing 
sequence {u,} of upper semianalytic functions on C such that, for each 
(t, x) E A, n E N, u,(t, x, . ) is continuous on B(t) endowed with the relative 
topology, then: 
(a) v is upper semianalytic. 
(b) There is a limit measurable function g: T + Y such that, for each 
tE T, g(t)E B(t) and 
u(t) = sup u(t, x, i(t)). 
xsA(t) 
(c) Zf in addition u is bounded from above, then for each E > 0, there 
is a limit measurable function f T +X such that, for each tE T, f(t)EA(t) 
and 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let S and Y be Bore1 spaces, w a bounded function from 
M(SY) such that w(s, .) is continuous on Y, for each SE S. Let q be a Bore1 
measurable transition probability from Y to S such that q(B 1 . ) is continuous 
on Y, for each BE gs. Then the function 
Y++ .c w(s, Y) ddsl Y) 
is continuous on Y. 
ProoJ Let y, -+ y, as n + 00. Define a probability measure p E P, by 
p(.)= f 2-“-‘9(. I YJ 
m=O 
By [3, Lemma 7.271, for each m > 0, there is a bounded Bore1 measurable 
function w,: S + R and a Bore1 subset C, of S such that w,( .) = w( ., y,) 
on C, and p( C,) = 1. Let C = flz= o C,. Then p(C) = 1 too. Clearly, 
q(Cl y,) = 1 for each m > 0, and w,( .) = w( ., y,) on C. Moreover, 
w, -t w. on C, as n + cc. By the above and [25, Proposition 18 on p. 2321, 
we obtain 
.r, wb, YJ dds I Y,) = ?*, w,(s) ddsl YJ + lc we(s) ddsl YO) 
= j 
C 
w(s, yo) dds I Y,) = j” WCS> YO) 9th I YO). 
s 
This completes the proof. 
Define 
We have the following result. 
LEMMA 5.3. Assume (ik(iii). Then: 
(a) 2, is an analytic subset of H,P,. 
(b) B, is a Bore1 subset of H,Prn and PB.(,,,) is compact for each 
h,EH,. 
(c) c, is an analytic subset of H, P,P,. 
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If in addition A,, is Borel, then: 
(d) d, and c,, are Bore1 sets. 
Proof This follows from [ 18, Corollary 4.1; 3, Proposition 7.221. 
Define A’($,) = P,+,,, B’(s,) = P,;,,,,, and for n 2 2, 
Tip,) . ..) s,) = {(Xl 3 . ..> X,-I, P): x,~A:h, . ..> s,A 
k = 1, . . . . n - 1, P E P&,, Sn) 1, 
and 
B”(S,) . ..) s,) = ((Y,, . . . . Y, - 1, r): Y, E BO,(s,, . . . . s/c), 
k = 4 . . . . n - 1, r E Q(s,, . . . . s,,}, 
where sk E Sk, k = 1, . . . . n. 
In what follows n is an arbitrary positive integer. For any w E M(H, + i ) 
and (h,, p, Y)E H,P,P,, we define 
Wn, P, r)(w) = j-j-j. Nh,, x,, Y,, s,, 1) 
x q,(ds,+ 1 IL x,, Y,) A&J d&o). 
Note that, for each h, E H,, 
(Lw)(U= SUP inf W,, P, r)(w), 
P E PA,(h,l r E PB,(h,, 
(U,w)(h,) = inf sup V,, P, r)(w). 
i- E PB,(h,) P E PA,(h,) 
(5.5) 
LEMMA 5.4. Assume (i), (ii), and (iv). Zf w is a bounded below upper 
semianalytic (Bore1 measurable) extended real-valued function on H, + 1, then 
KC.3 ., ’ )(w) is an upper semianalytic (a Bore1 measurable) extended real- 
valued function on H, P, P u,. 
Proof If w is bounded below and u.s.a., then the result follows from [3, 
Proposition 7.48; 5, (32) and (35)]. If w is bounded and Bore1 measurable, 
then both the functions w and -w are u.s.a. Thus, both K(., ., .)(w) and 
-KC., ., .)(w) (=a., .3 .)(-WI) are u.s.a., and from Suslin’s theorem 
[lo], it follows that K( ., ., .)(w) is Bore1 measurable. By a standard 
limiting argument we can now prove that K( ., ., .)(w) is Bore1 measurable 
for any w which is bounded from below. 
LEMMA 5.5. Assume (i)-(iv) and BM,(c). Let w~sp1(H,+,) and let 
{w”} be a sequence from the definition of w. Then: 
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(a) W,, xl, .) . . . . s,, p, .)(I#‘) is continuous on B”(s,, . . . . s,),for each 
( Xl > Xl 7 . ..1 s,, P)ESIXI...SnPx,. 
(b) KC.9 .) .)(wrn) 7 KC.3 ., .)(w) on c, us m+ co. 
Cc) ml, Xl, .3 *.., s,, p, .)(w) is lower semicontinuous on B”(s,, . . . . s,), 
for each (s,, x1, . . . . sn, P)ES,XI ‘..S”P,. 
Proof 
(a) We assume that wm is bounded on H,,+, and moreover 
wm(sl, x1, ., . . . . s,, x,, ., s,+r) is continuous on B”(sr, . . . . sn), for each 
m E N and (sr , x1, . . . . s,, x,, s, + r) E S, X1 . . . S, X,S, + r. Thus (a) follows 
from Lemma 5.2 [26, Lemma 3.41 and the dominated convergence 
theorem. 
(b) Since by assumption wM 7 w on C,S,+, as m + CO, so (b) 
follows from the monotone convergence theorem. 
(c) is an immediate consequence of (a) and (b). 
LEMMA 5.6. Assume (i)-(iii), BM,(b), and BM,(b). A bounded function 
w belongs to y2(H, + 1) if and only if there exist sequences {w”} and {u”} 
of bounded Bore1 measurable functions on H,, , such that: 
(a) wm 7 w and urn L w on CnSn+l as m-+ oo. 
(b) For each (s~,x,,...,s,,x,,s,+~)ES~X~...S~X~S~+~ andmEN, 
the function wm(sl, x1, ., . . . . s,, x,, s, s,, ,) is continuous on B”(s,, . . . . s,). 
(c) For each (sl, yl,...,sn, Y~,s~+~)ES,Y~...S,Y,S,+~ andmEN, 
the function um(sl, ., y,, . . . . s,, ., y,, s, + 1) is continuous on A”(s,, . . . . s,). 
Proof This is a well-known fact. See, for example, [18, pp. 4755476; 6, 
Theorem 3.10; 28, (4.1) on p. 4371. 
Remark 5.2. Let w E &(H, + r) be a bounded below function. Applying 
Lemma 5.6 to w, = min{ w, n} we obtain a nondecreasing sequence { wr} of 
Bore1 measurable functions such that wr 7 w, on C,S,+ r and wT(sr, x1, 
.T . ..> St?, x,, .> s,, 1) is continuous on B”(s,, . . . . s,), for each (sl, x1, . . . . s,, 
X,,S,+l)ESlXl...SnXnSn+1. Note that WE 7 w as m + co. This implies 
that LZ$(H,+ r) c TI(Hn+ r). Similarly, we can prove that if w is the limit of 
a nondecreasing sequence of functions wm from &(H, + r), then w belongs 
to SW,+ 1). 
LEMMA 5.7. Assume (it(iv), BM,(b, c), and BM,(b, c). Let w be a 
bounded function from &(H,, + 1). Then: 
(a) Ws,, xl, ., . . . . s,, p, .)(w) is lower semicontinuous on B”(s,, . . . . s,), 
for each (sl,xl, . . . . s,, P)ES~X, . ..S.P,. 
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(b) &I, ., Y,, . . . . s,, .T r)(w) is upper semicontinuous on d”(s,, . . . . so), 
for each (sI, y,, . . . . s,, r)ES1 Y,...S,P,. 
Proof By Lemma 5.6, w E pI(H, + I ). Thus, (a) follows from 
Lemma 5.5(c). A proof of (b) can be given by a translation of that of 
Lemma 5.5, using the sequence {u”} from Lemma 5.6. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let BM,(b, c) be satisfied and let w E d%;(H,+ 1). Then 
L,w= u,w= v,w. 
Proof By Lemma 5.5(c), for each (h,, p)~ H,P,, K(h,, p, .)(w) is 
1.s.c. on Pe,ch,j being a compact and convex subset of P,. The result now 
follows from (5.5) and the well-known minimax theorem of Ky Fan [8, 
Theorem 21. 
Finally, we give the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let X be a separable metric space and let Y be a compact 
metric space. Assume that {u”} is a nondecreasing sequence of bounded 
below Bore1 measurable functions u “: XY + R such that, for each n E N, 
XE X, u,(x, .) is lower semicontinuous on Y. Define 
&(P, r) = Is u,(x, Y) p(dx) r(dy), 
pEPx,r~P,. 
Then 
lim inf sup U,(p, r) = inf sup lim ii,(p, r). 
n rePy PEPX rEPypEPX n 
Proof This follows from the compactness of P,, the lower semi- 
continuity of ii,(p, .), and [27, Proposition 10.11, see [24]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The value function V,w exists by Lemma 5.8. Let 
{w”} be a sequence from the definition of w E yI(H,+ 1). By Lemmas 5.3 
and 5.4, every function K( ., ., .)(wm) is u.s.a. on C,, being an analytic 
subset of the Bore1 space H, P, P,. Moreover, from Lemma 5.5(a, b), it 
follows that K(., ., .)(wm) 7 K(., ., .)(w) on Ci, as m -+ co, and 
K(h,, p, .)(w”‘) is continuous on PBnCh.), for each m E N, h, E H,, p E Pa,ch,j. 
Keeping all these facts and Lemma 5.3 in mind and using Lemma 5.1, we 
obtain a limit measurable g,, E 9” satisfying (5.1), and when w is bounded, 
then, for each E > 0, we get a limit measurable fn ~9~ that satisfies (5.2). 
Moreover, from Lemma 5.1 we infer that V,w is u.s.a. on H,. Thus, it 
remains to prove that V, w E yI(H,) for each n E N. It has already been 
shown for n = 1 (S?I(H,) is the set of u.s.a. functions). We now prove that 
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V,w E Z,(HJ for each w E Z,(H3). One can easily see that the proof of the 
general case V,, w E yI (H,), n > 2, proceeds along similar lines. 
Let w E Tr(H,). Then there is a nondecreasing sequence {IV”> of u.s.a. 
functions on H, such that wm(,s,, x,, ., s2, x2, ., s3) is continuous on 
B*(s,, s2), for each (sl, x,, s2, x2, s3), m E N, and wm /1 w on C2S3 as 
rn-bcn. 
Let p be a metric on Y, P, equivalent to the product topology on 
Y, P,. Define 
where (sI,x1,y1,s2)~H2, ~,EY,, x,EX~, r, teP,,, and px, is the 
probability measure on gX2 which assigns unit point mass to x2. (The 
mapping x2 H ps2 is a homeomorphism [3, Corollary 7.21.11.) 
Let 
m, neN, (sl, x1, yI, s2)~H2, x2~X2, and rEPy,. 
By the proof of the theorem of Baire [l, p. 3901 and Lemma 5.5(a), we 
have 
Pmn(S,, Xl, YI1 s2, x2, r) /* m,, x1, y1,32, px,, y)(wY (5.6) 
as n-co, for each meN, (s1,x,,s2,x2)~S1X,S2X2, and (,vl,r)e 
WI 7 s2). 
Recall that B, is a Bore1 subset of H, Y, with compact sections B,(h,). 
By [ 17, F2.11, there exists a sequence of Bore1 measurable functions 
gk:H,+Y,,kEN,suchthat {g~(h,)}isdenseinB,(h,),foreachh,~H,. 
By Lemma 5.3(b) and [17, F2.11, there exists a sequence of Bore1 
measurable functions g:: H2 + P,, ZEN, such that (g:(h,)} is dense in 
P B2(hzj, for each h, E H,. Using these sequences and Lemma 5.5(a), we infer 
that 
wheres,=h,~S,,(s,,.~1,yl,s~)~H2,~2~X2,r~Py,,andm,n~N.Since 
KC.9 ., .)(wrn) is u.s.a. on H, P, P, (Lemma 5.4) and g:, g: are Bore1 
measurable, so from (5.7) we conclude that (P,,,~ is u.s.a. on H2X2Py,. 
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Define 
M,,(h2, r) = sup vmn(h2, x2, r), h,cH,,rEP,,. 
.-v E Az(hz) 
By [3, Proposition 7.471, M,, is u.s.a. on H,P,,. (A, is assumed to be an 
analytic subset of H,X,.) 
Recall that A,($, , x1, y,, s2) = A!j(s,, s2) for each (sr, x,, y,, s2) E H,. 
Then note that, for each m, FEN, (sr, x1, y,, s2, r) and (sr, x1, y;, s2, r’), 
we have 
I~mrl(sl~ Xl, Yl, s2, r)-M,,(sl, x1, Y;, s2, r’)l 
< sup sup I@mn(sl, x1, bl, Y,, s2, x2, r, t) 
.YZEA;(S,.SZ) (b,,r)eB%,.sz) 
- @AsI, xl, b,, Y;, s2, x2, r’, t)l GvC(yl, r), (14, 01. 
This implies that M,,(sr, x1, ., s2, .) is continuous on YIP,, for each 
m,nfN. 
Define, form,nENand hz=(sl,xl,y,,s2)eH2, 
yl,“(Sl, Xl> Yl? s2)= inf 
r E P&,.s,) 
M,,(sI, xl, .v17 ~2, r). (5.8) 
Since ~%sl,~2)=B2(~1,~I, yl,s2), for each h2=(s1,x1, JJ~,s~)EH~, SO 
ff’Ah2) = inf M,,(h2, r), h,EH2. (5.9) 
t-E PBzVq) 
By Lemma 5.3(b), B2 is a Bore1 subset of H, P,, and PBzch2) is compact for 
each h2 E HZ. At the same time M,, is u.s.a. on B2 and M,,(hz, .) is 
continuous on P&(h2), h, E H,. Thus, from [ 16, Proposition 3.21 and (5.9) 
we conclude that Y,,,, is u.s.a. on H,, for every m, n E N. From (5.8) and 
Berge’s theorem [2, p. 1221, the compactness of PBzch2), h, E H,, and the 
continuity of M,,(sr , x1, ., s2, .), it follows that Y,Js,, x1, ., s2) is 
continuous on Y,, for each (sr, x1, s2) E S1X,S2. 
Now, we shall show that Y,,, /1 V,w on C1 S, as n + cc. This implies 
that V,w E LZl(H2). For each m d it, since {w”} is nondecreasing and 
wn < w, we have 
M,,(h, r) G M,,(h2, r) G sup K(h,, px2, r)(w), (5.10) 
XZE Az(hz) 
where h, E: C, S,, r E PB2(h2). From (5.6) we conclude that 
lim M,,h, r) = sup W2, P.~,, r)(w”l 
” XI E AZ(h) 
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for each m EN. This and the monotone convergence theorem imply that 
lim lim M,,(hs, r) = lim sup K(h,, pxz, r)(w*) 
m n m XZE Az(h) 
= sup K(h,? PXl’ r)(w) 
-WE Adhz) 
(5.11) 
for h,EC1&, YEP,,(h,). By [27, Proposition 10.11, the compactness of 
P Bz(h2j, the continuity of M,,(h2, .), and (5.11), we obtain 
lim lim !P,,Jh,) = inf lim lim M,,(hz, r) 
m n TE PLl*(Fy m n 
= inf sup K(h,, pxz, r)(w), 
r E Pe,ch,, -xz 6 AZ(h) 
where hze C,S,. (5.12) 
But the right-hand side of (5.12) is equal to (V,w)(h,) (see (5.5) and 
Lemma 5.8). Thus, 
lim lim Ym, = V, w on CIS,. (5.13) 
m n 
By (5.10), we have 
lim Ym, < lim Yn, ,< V, w on C, S,, for all m E N. 
n ” 
Hence 
lim lim Ymn < lim Cu,, < V2 w on C, S,. (5.14) 
m n n 
Combining (5.13) and (5.14) yields V,w=lim, Y,,, on C,S,, which com- 
pletes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. First of all note that ,?,, B,,, and C, are Bore1 
sets (Lemma 5.3(b, d)) and PAncAn), P,(,nI are compact sets, for each 
h,EH,,. 
Let w E L&(H, + 1 ) be bounded. Define 
Wh,, P) = igfth ) K(h,, P, r)(w), h,, PIE&z. 
n ” 
By Lemma 5.4, K( ., ., .)(w) is Bore1 measurable on c,, and from 
Lemma 5.7, it follows that K(h,, p, .)(w) is kc. on Pench,), for each 
(h,, p)~ A,, and K(h,, ., r)(w) is U.S.C. on PAnch,), for each (h,, r) EB,. 
Using [6, Corollary 11, we infer that A4 is Bore1 measurable on A,. 
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Moreover, M(h,, .) is U.S.C. on PA,(L,j, h,~ H,. By (5.5), Remark 5.2, and 
Lemma 5.8, we have 
(~,w)(h,)= SUP wbl, PI> h,E H,. (5.15) 
P E PA,(b) 
Again using [6, Corollary 11, we conclude that I/, w is Bore1 measurable, 
and, moreover, there is a Bore1 measurable f,, E Fn such that 
Whn, f&J) = sup M(h,, P), 
P E P.Mh”) 
h, E H,. 
This and (5.15) give (5.3). The fact V,WE~~(H,+~) follows from (5.5), 
(5.15), the compactness of A”(s,, . . . . s,) and B”(s,, . . . . s,), Lemma 5.7, and 
Berge’s theorem [2, p, 1221. 
Let w: Hnfl + R* be the limit of a nondecreasing sequence of bounded 
functions wm E &(H, + r). Of course V,wm ( V,w) exists and is equal to 
U, wm (U, w) (see Remark 5.2 and Lemma 5.8). Using Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9 
and the monotone convergence theorem one can easily show that 
V,w=U,w=U,limw”=limU,w”=limV,w”. 
m m m 
Define 
T,#,, r)= SUP K(h,, ~,r)(w"), 
P c PA,Ch,) 
and 
W,, r)= SUP W,, P, r)(w), 
P E PA&,) 
where m E N, (h,, r) E 3,. By [6, Corollary 11, T, is Bore1 measurable on 
B,. Moreover, for every h, E H,, T,,,(h,, .) is 1.s.c. on Pe,ch,j being a com- 
pact subset of P yn, Sincew” /1 wasm+co,so T,,, /” TonB,.Thus, Tis 
Bore1 measurable, and T(h,, .) is 1.s.c. on PBn,,nj, h,E H,. Using [6, 
Corollary 11, we obtain a Bore1 measurable g,, E %n such that 
h, E H,. 
This, (5.5) and Lemma 5.8 give (5.4). The proof is finished. 
6. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
The main results of this paper are based on iterating Theorems 5.1 
and 5.2. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is based on Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and 
proceeds by induction, along similar lines as that of Theorem 4.1 in [ 191, 
or Proposition 2.1 in [15]. 
We now return to the infinite horizon game G with the payoff function 
U: H, -+ R*. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is based on Theorem 4.1 and is 
similar to that of Theorem 4.2 in [ 191, but to avoid any confusion we give 
some of its steps. 
In the sequel, let {u,+ , } be a nondecreasing sequence of bounded 
functions u,+~EY~(H,,,+~) such that u,+, ,J u on H, as m-Go. By 
Theorem 4.1, each game Gr with payoff U, + , has a value function V(Gr) 
and V(GT)E LYl(H,) (here n <m). Clearly, for each n E N, the sequence 
{ V(G;)}, m 2 rz, is nondecreasing, because so is {u, + r }. Thus, for each 
n E: N, we may define 
IV, = lim V( GT). 
m 
The following fact is easy to prove (see [3, Lemma 7.30(2)]). 
LEMMA 6.1. For each n E N, W,, E Y,( H,). 
LEMMA 6.2. For each n E N, W,, = V,, W,, + , . 
ProojY By Theorem 4.1, for each m 3 n + 1, we have V(Gz) = V, GF+ 1, 
and V(G:+ r) E Yl(H,,+ r). From Lemmas 6.1, 5.5(c), and 5.9, the compact- 
ness of Pench,), h, E H,,, and the monotone convergence theorem, it follows 
that 
W,, = l’,” V(Gr) = lim V, V(Gz+ , ) = lim U, V(G;+ 1) 
m m 
= UJ’,” V(G;+,)= U, W,,,. 
By Lemmas 5.8 and 6.1, U, W,, r = V,, W,, 1, which completes the proof. 
Recall that G” = CT, and V(G”) = L(G”), for each m EN. Because 
u,<u on H,, for all mEN, so we have 
W, = lim V(Gm) d L(G) on H, (HI = S, 1. (6.1) m 
LEMMA 6.3. For every k < n, we have uk + I < W,, + , 
Proof: Let k < n. Then we have 
Uk+I(hk+,)~aU,+,(hk+,,h)~u,+2(hk+1,h,xn+,,yn+,,Sn+2), 
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for each hk+lEHk+,, hEXk+,Yk+1Sk+2...Sn+1, and for every 
(x nil3 n+l,~,+2)~X,+1Y,+1S,+2. Hence, it follows that uk+rb 
V(Gz:‘i;. But I’(G~~~)< V(GT+,), for each m>n+l. Thus uk+i< 
lim, V(G;+,)= W,,,. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (a) Case BM r. We know from Lemma 6.1 
that W, E 2’l(H,). By Theorem 5.1, for each n E N, there is a limit 
measurable g, E $n such that 
vnwn+,= sup Q,df'n+v (6.2) 
hGF" 
Let ugn W, + 1 be the right-hand side of (6.2). Let f = { fn} be an arbitrary 
strategy for player I, and let k E N. By (6.2) and Lemma 6.2, for each n E N, 
we obtain 
Taking now n > k and using Lemma 6.3 and (3.1) we obtain 
where S = {g,,} E Y, and f = { fn} E 9 is arbitrary. This and (3.5) imply 
for each f E 9. Thus 
W, S sup E(u, f, g!) 3 U(G). 
f‘EF 
(6.3) 
Combining (6.1) and (6.3), we conclude that the game G has a value V(G) 
and V(G) = lim, V(Gm). This and [3, Lemma 7.30(2)] imply that 
V(G) E LitI( Moreover, g is an optimal strategy for player II. 
Let E > 0 be given. By Theorem 4.1, for each m E N, player I has a limit 
measurable (s/2)-optimal strategy in the m-stage game G”. Using this and 
the fact that V(Gm) 7 V(G) as m + co, one can construct an c-optimal 
limit measurable strategy for player I in the game G (see the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 in [ 191). 
(b) Case BM,. A proof in this case can be given by a similar 
manner as that of BM,, using Theorem 5.2 (especially (5.4)) instead of 
Theorem 5.1. We only note here that V(GF) E L&(H,), m B n, and W,, is 
Bore1 measurable, and, by Remark 5.2, W,, E JZl(H,), n E N, so Lemma 6.2 
applies. 
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